
 

ARCU4300 
Histories of Theories of Urbanism: Block // Mutations

Tuesdays, 2:35pm-5:25pm, Room 4345 AA

Professor: Ozayr Saloojee [ozayr.saloojee@carleton.ca]





INTRODUCTION 

This Winter 2019 offering of ARCU4300 will focus on Seoul, South Korea, and on a Carleton contribution 
to the 2019 Seoul Biennale, “Collective City,” as part of a Canada-wide initiative, by invitation of 
Professor Jae Sung-Chon, at the University of Manitoba’s School of Architecture.


This “production seminar” will examine and engage the  “Collective City” at the scale of an urban block - 
not only as a formal entity, but also an organic, dynamic and spatial one. For this seminar, we will study 
the urban DNA strands of Seoul (spatial, formal, anecdotal, programmatic, social, cinematic, 
infrastructural, technological… ) in order to produce and compose a hybrid/projective/fictive urban block 
at scale, using the DNAs explored in the seminar, and based on our own biases and understandings of 
contemporary urbanism.  While recognizing the critical contributions of the idealized and formal blocks 
of modernists (Cerda or block/slabs), the trans-territorial blobs, blocks and slabs of Archigram and Team 
X, and the mega or super blocks of contemporary developments, the project imagines evolutive 
mutations/evolutions of existing narratives ( perhaps more like that of Kowloon). It will generate 



projective imaginations, new hybrids, through augmentation and aggregation of existing conditions, and 
by incorporating and grafting of external/foreign elements on to the latent potentials (embodied 
collectivities) within the existing urban tissues cells (informal and formal). Ultimately, we will will 1) 
investigate (different) parts of the city; 2) collect spatial and architectural DNAs; 3) recompose and 
hybridize toward a new condition 4) nest them, or situate them in a block scale model of Seoul.   This 1

model - and selected accompanying drawings and texts - will be refined over the early part of the 
summer, and shipped to Seoul for installation at the 2019 Biennale in September, as part of the Global 
Studio Project. 


THEME 

The Global studio will participate in the biennale under the common theme of “Collective City”. The 
theme calls for a wide range of research and design in built forms that are firmly grounded on both social 
and physical dimensions, bridging between the academic and professional interests in the discipline of 
architecture and urbanism. As such, the works produced from the studios are expected to convey a 
strong physical presence (not just analysis of data) with a deep understanding in the social dynamics 
that give form to our built environment. The Seoul Biennale Global Studio will function as a research 
platform that harbors various interpretation and approaches on exploring how the collective actions 
contribute to the urban vitality and bring difference to the society using architecture as a medium.


The collective space operates and evolves through many creative strategies of interactions, intrusions, 
and exchange of social boundaries. The patterns of such collective actions can be extracted from 
various physical models of marketplaces, public streets, housings, and other structures or infrastructures 
both traditional and modern. The city also benefits from innovative governance models and active 
collective processes that balance out the rules and social agreements that collectively contribute to 
reshaping the city for the public good. For curatorial purposes and exhibition strategy, the entries will 
eventually be grouped into three or four sub-categories that evolve around the main theme of ‘Collective 
City’.  Consider the following as you imagine your DNAs and your Block Urbanisms - 


Theme A: The Post-domestic city 
As explored from the previous Seoul Biennale under the theme “imminent commons”, limited resources 
in the neo-liberal society combined with proliferation of information technology and social media, have 
actively altered the traditional boundaries of domesticity. The theme encourages the participants to 
continue seeking new forms of collective living based on emerging social relations that dissolve the 
traditional sense of domesticity and infiltrates into the metropolitan space that was formerly considered 
as the collective realm.


[Examples of program and site]: Alternative urban living conditions, Collective housing projects based 
on social exchange, Temporary shelters, Reclaimed communal spaces in apartment complexes, 
Collective live-work environment, etc.


Theme B: Informal Aggregation 
We can intuitively identify the places of collective interactions from their physical manifestation of 
aggregative patterns.(or ‘conglomerate order’ to quote Allison and Peter Smithson from TEAM 10) The 
patterns of collective urban forms found in the structure of villages, markets and other urban artifacts, 
are capable of merging function and social practices into hybrid forms that are rooted on collective 
exchange of goods and ideas. What strategies can we extract from this urban setting characterized by 
informal agglomeration and irregularities, and how can architecture redefine its role as a generator for 
collective engagement?
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[Examples of programs and site] market and domesticity, market and production, transportations hubs, 
commercial/ urban nodes, urban villages, production networks


Theme C: Collective Infrastructures 
Urban infrastructures are formal manifestation of active collective engagement. While most 
infrastructures such as roads, bridges, transportation hubs, and retaining walls are built as government-
driven public projects to serve the public, its adaptation through collective operation is what eventually 
activates the infrastructures and other leftover urban spaces (that can be perceived as latent 
infrastructures).


[Examples of program and site] Collective use of: underground infrastructure, underside or rooftop of 
infrastructure, marginal territories, urban buffer zones, temporary inhabitation of residual spaces that 
stem out from the urban infrastructure.


Theme D: Collective Identity 
Other spatial forms or cultural mechanism of collective action and living involving collective

memory (both social and historical), collective identity, etc.


Questions that you should consider for this seminar: What does it mean to be collective? What 
constitutes a collective?  Pieces? Fragments? Relationships?  What are the links of the part to the 
whole? How do these links operate or function?  In what way to they function?  As look-alikes or work-
alikes?  Do these parts and the whole have symbiotic relationships?  Do they have parasitic 
relationships? Do the parts detract from the whole?  These questions and more will for the basis of your 
work during this seminar. 


Kowloon Walled City. Photograph by Greg Girard           



SCHEDULE (subject to change) 

WEEK 01  
Tuesday, January 8	 	 - Course Introduction + Overview

	 	 	 	 - Research Topics issued (Seoul: Context)

	 	 	 	 - Insert Urbanism (Charles Dery, Ian Dayagbil

WEEK 02 
Tuesday, January 15	 	 Context Presentations

	 	 	 	 - Seoul: Context Research Topic (in-class) [Deliverables - Presentation in 
	 	 	 	 class]

WEEK 03 
Tuesday, January 22	 	 Urbanisms (10x  ________Urbanism” due on Monday, January 21, 7pm 	 	
	 	 	 	 via e-mail. 3 selected DNAs will be presented in class by each student (5 
	 	 	 	 minutes each); Site ideas and locations - in progress.  [Deliverables: E-	 	
	 	 	 	 mailed Urbanisms]	 	 	 	 

WEEK 04  
Tuesday, January 29	 	 Working with 1 Selected Urbanism from the previous week, each 	 	
	 	 	 	 student will submit a 500 word text (due via E-mail by Monday, January 		
	 	 	 	 28th at 7pm) that situates their urbanism in a broader urban and 	 	
	 	 	 	 intellectual context. Required as part of the text are a series of 10 DNAs 		
	 	 	 	 (parts) that make up parts of your selected urbanism. These are to be 	 	
	 	 	 	 diagrammed as a series of line drawings that describe the part and its 	 	
	 	 	 	 relationship to the whole.  Bundle your set as a a pdf file [Deliverables: 	 	
	 	 	 	 DNAs in progress]

WEEK 05 
Tuesday, February 5	 	 Working, in-class session to detail your DNAs and your block. In class.

	 	 	 	 Presentation on Graphics and Axonometrics

WEEK 06 
Tuesday, February 12	 	 Presentations to Jae Sung-Chon, University of Manitoba. Format your 	 	
	 	 	 	 selected site) as (1) a site plan (11 x 17), clearly showing the location of 	 	
	 	 	 	 the block in the city.  A short descriptive text should explain the choice 	 	
	 	 	 	 and rationale for your location; (2) another 11 x 17 is allowed for site 	 	
	 	 	 	 photographs and context images ; (3) a 3rd sheet (also 11 x 17) should 	 	
	 	 	 	 have an axonometric drawing (line only) of your selected block in Seoul; 		
	 	 	 	 (4) sheets 4 and 5 should each contain 5 DNAs on each sheet (as line 	 	
	 	 	 	 drawings), along with a title for each DNA and a short 2-3 sentence 	 	
	 	 	 	 description. [Deliverables: 11 x 17 presentation to Jae Sung-Chon]

WEEK 07 
No Classes 	 	 	 Reading Week


WEEK 08 
Tuesday, February 26	 	 The Un-Block

	 	 	 	 Lecture by Professor Jill Stoner (To be confirmed).

WEEK 09 
Tuesday, March 5	 	 Ozayr out of Town

	 	 	 	 Guest Instructors:  Ian Dayagbil + Charles Dery

	 	 	 	 Each student is to bring 3 draft scenarios of combined DNAs that 	 	
	 	 	 	 explore a transformation of their Block. Augment, Mutated, morph, 	 	
	 	 	 	 stretch, frankenstein, chimera, weapon-X, Cable, The Fly,  These 	 	
	 	 	 	 scenarios are a first pass at articulating how your DNAs combine, 	 	
	 	 	 	 recombine, sequence and re-sequence into a new iteration of your 

	 	 	 	 block.  What does the new block become?  What are the new 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 relationships it sponsors?  What does it do to social relations?  To the 	 	 




SCHEDULE, CONTINUED: 

	 	 	 	 street?  To its inhabitation? What new relationship might it have to the 	 	
	 	 	 	 city?  One scenario is selected to be advanced into the final stage.  	 	
	 	 	 	 Pin-up of selected work and short discussion.  [Deliverable: Draft Block/		
	 	 	 	 Mutations]

	 	 	 	 

WEEK 10 Develop 1 of your selected scenarios from the previous week and 	 	
Tuesday, March 12	 	 prepare 1 11 x 17 drawing of your selected scenario.  Include a short 	 	
	 	 	 	 descriptive text (no more than 200 words) on the same sheet.  3 will be 	 	
	 	 	 	 voted on and selected to be advanced for the Biennale in Seoul. Each 	 	
	 	 	 	 student will be assigned one of these Blocks/Mutations to develop more 
	 	 	 	 intensely. [Deliverable:  1 final Block/Mutations] 

WEEK 11 Work Session (in class) 
Tuesday, March 19	 	 


WEEK 12  
Tuesday, March 26	 	 In Progress Presentations of individual response to selected Block/	 	
	 	 	 	 Mutations


WEEK 13  
Tuesday, April 2		 	 Work Session (in class)


WEEK 14 Final Presentations 
Tuesday, April 9		 	 Last Day of Class.


Tuesday, April 23rd: Mutations Book Due (graphic portfolio of all work to date) 
Each student will compose a graphic portfolio of all visual and textual 	 	

	 	 	 	 work in the class to date.  Files should be compiled as a pdf and 	 	
	 	 	 	 submitted via we-transfer to Professor Saloojee by noon on April 23rd. 

	 	 	 	 Portfolios will be evaluated on their organization, clarity, and their 	 	
	 	 	 	 graphic presentation.  Students will also be required to provide digital 	 	
	 	 	 	 assets (indesign files, rhino models, photoshop files etc) for use in the 	 	
	 	 	 	 early spring to develop the work for the biennale.  There will be a 	 	
	 	 	 	 separate process for putting together the Biennale team, scheduled for 	 	
	 	 	 	 the end of the term.  

ASSIGNMENTS  

Context Presentation:	 	 	 	 5%

10 Urbanisms	 	 	 	 	 5%

DNAs in progress Presentations (8.5 x11) 	 15%

DNAs (Presentation, 11 x 17)	 	 	 20%

Draft Block/Mutations (11 x 17)	 	 	 10%

Final Presentation:	 	 	 	 25%

Mutations Book:	 	 	 	 10%

Participation and Engagement:	 	 	 10%




GRADING 
For the grade in the “A” range, the instructor will have judged the student to have satisfied the stated

objectives of the course in an outstanding to excellent manner; for the “B” range, in an above average

manner; for the “C” range, in an average manner with C- being the lowest acceptable grade in the BAS -

Design Core courses; for the “D” range, in the lowest acceptable manner in non-Core courses, and for

“F”, not to have satisfied the stated objectives of the course. Grades will be assigned as follows:

A+ (90-100%), A (85-89%), A- (80-84%), B+ (77-79%), B (73-76%), B- (70-72%), C+ (67-69%), C

(63-66%), C- (60-62%), D+ (57-59%), D (53-56%), D- (50-52%), F (0-49%) and ABS.

 

A grade of C- or better in each course of the BAS - Design Core is required for a student to remain in 
Good Standing. (Please refer to the Undergraduate Calendar http://www.carleton.ca/calendars/ugrad/

1011/regulations/acadregsuniv2.html#2.3 for regulations concerning grades and other program

requirement information and http://www.carleton.ca/calendars/ugrad/1011/programs/ 
architecturalstudies.html for regulations concerning grades and other program requirement information

specific to the Architecture program.


Each grade will be based upon a comparison (1) with other students in the course and/or (2) with 
students who have previously taken the course and/or (3) with the Instructor’s expectations relative to 
the stated objectives of the course, based on his/her experience and expertise.


COURSE OBJECTIVES, PEDAGOGY + ASSIGNMENTS 
Students will extend their knowledge of urban history and theory in relation to a global (western and non-
western) framework explored through the focus of Seoul, South Korea as a case-study for the term. 
Through course discussions and and the term assignments and projects, students will advance their 
research abilities and critical faculties. 


LEARNING OBJECTIVES INCLUDE: 
1. To be introduced to comparative ideas of urban theory through the case study of Seoul, South Korea;

2. To query and interrogate how complex ideas of people and their relationships to power, place, politics

and representation impact urban space, and in particular, the ideas of “collective” space;

3. To critically consider how designers, architects, urbanists and theorists address these issues in a

contemporary context

4. To develop and extend critical reading, reflection and discussion skills using clear and articulate

written, visual, and verbal communication.

5. To work collaboratively in a vertical seminar, producing advanced level urban visualisations;

6. To develop and advance skills in critically reading, interpreting and speculating on the city and its 
parts through an interdisciplinary approach to the history and theory of urbanism.


ACADEMIC ACCOMMODATION 
You may need special arrangements to meet your academic obligations during the term because of

disability, pregnancy or religious obligations. Please review the above course outline carefully. Should 
you require special accommodation, please contact the course instructor during the first two weeks of 
classes. In cases where the need for accommodation develops during the term, please contact course 
instructor promptly. Reviewing each request and arranging accommodations where necessary takes 
time: your cooperation is appreciated. Please make sure to respect the above notification timelines, 
particularly for in-class tests, mid-terms and final exams, as well as any change in due dates for 
assignments. For more detailed information on the University’s academic accommodation policies 
students may visit the Equity Service website. http://carleton.ca/equity/accommodation


ACCESSIBILITY 
Students with disabilities requiring academic accommodation in this course must register with the Paul 
Menton Centre for Students with Disabilities (PMC) for a formal evaluation of disability-related needs. 

http://www.carleton.ca/calendars/ugrad/1011/programs/
http://carleton.ca/equity/accommodation


Documented disabilities could include but are not limited to mobility/physical impairments, specific 
Learning Disabilities (LD), psychiatric/psychological disabilities, sensory disabilities, Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), and chronic medical conditions. Registered PMC students are required 
to contact the PMC, 613-520-6608, every term to ensure that course instructor receives your Letter of 
Accommodation no later than two weeks before the date of first assignment hand-in or in-class test. If 
you only require accommodations for your formally scheduled exam(s) in this course, please submit your 
request for accommodations to PMC by the deadlines published on the PMC website: 

http:// www2.carleton.ca/pmc/new-and-current-students/dates-and-deadlines/


STUDENT CONDUCT 
Please refer to http://www.carleton.ca/calendars/ugrad/1011/regulations/acadregsuniv.html for specific

information regarding Student Conduct and Academic Integrity standards.


ATTENDANCE 
Attendance during arranged class hours is mandatory and an essential part of a student’s contract with

the School and their instructor. It is a student’s responsibility to be informed of decisions and 
announcements made during these hours. Frequent unaccounted-for absences may result in a failing

grade whether or not assignments have been completed. More than one unexcused absence from this

class may constitute grounds for a lowered grade


RETENTION OF WORK and PORTFOLIO*  
(http://www.carleton.ca/calendars/ugrad/1011/programs/architecturalstudies.html)

*NB: while these criteria were developed for architectural studio courses, urbanism students must also

document their work and submit final projects for grading, archiving, and possible use by the school.

Keeping a good portfolio is a most important part of architectural education. A portfolio represents a

The School reserves the right to use the images for the following: retrospective exhibitions of work,

accreditation, publications and references for pedagogic purposes. Original work is the property of the

students, but the School retains the right to keep work of merit for up to two years after the date of

submission. The School will make every effort to preserve the work in good condition, and will give

authorship credit and take care of its proper use. Your will be required to submit digital copies of all work

in this course (as pdfs of your draft document, your White paper presentation and final document).


STEWARDSHIP 
Architecture, urbanism and conservation are about stewardship, awareness, and thoughtful habitation.

Please exercise consideration for the physical and social environment around you while using classroom

spaces. It is neither reasonable nor fair to place the burden of guessing whether an item on the floor is a

discard or a precious process-sketch upon members of the custodial staff. Respect custodial staff and

their mandate to clean the building’s public spaces only (and not the studios).


SECURITY AND SAFETY 
First aid kits are found throughout the School. Alert the Instructor (during class hours) or call University

Security (after hours) if an accident occurs or emergency arises. Students are asked to take precaution 
when working after hours. Call the University Security (telephone extension 4444) if you see any 
suspicious activity and/or feel insecure in the studio or on campus. Identify the location of first aid kits, 
fire exits, fire alarms, and security telephones. Carleton Foot Patrol offers “safe-walk” services: http://
cusaonline.ca/footpatrol. For additional information, refer to the Carleton Environmental Health and 
Safety website: http://www.carleton.ca/ehs/.


*This syllabus is subject to change.

http://www2.carleton.ca/pmc/new-and-current-students/dates-and-deadlines/
http://cusaonline.ca/footpatrol
http://cusaonline.ca/footpatrol
http://www.carleton.ca/ehs/

